also free nerve endings located in the epithelia of the skin and mucous membranes. These receptors do not approach a specific organ but run in the intercellular clefts of the epithelium. The pain receptors react differently to different stimuli, e.g. on heat, pressure and strain [11] . Only after a series of action potentials and the exceedance of the threshold value, a pain stimulus is triggered thermos flasks shortly before the test persons arrive. By using a water dispenser (Bunn H3EA Hot Water Dispenser, Bunn, Springfield, Illinois, USA) for the preparation of the "very hot" coffee, 97 constant temperatures of about 96°C can be achieved. This coffee is prepared only after the brief 98 introduction of the participants to keep these temperatures as long as possible.
99
The participants gradually mix in the test phase in an ascending fashion very hot coffee (about 100 96°C) to the colder coffee (starting temperature 60°C) and measure the temperature of the mixture.
101
The added amount is standardized by a small beaker (0.04 L), which leads to a temperature increase 102 of 2-3°C. Then the coffee is tasted. The process of mixing is repeated by the participants until their 103 personal optimum drinking temperature is reached, followed by the temperature, which is 104 perceived as unpleasant or too hot at which the trial is stopped.
105
For a pilot feasibility test of the study protocol, all students, staff and professors of the 113 and the thermos flask coffee at 93°C. The small beaker cup is used to gradually add the hot coffee.
114
Two further cups with cold water for spilling if required and an empty cup for spitting are provided.
115
The thermometer is used to measure the temperature in each tasting step. 
117
The raw results of each participant are presented in Appendix B, Table A1 . Descriptive 118 statistical analysis shows that on average between participants, coffee is perceived as "too hot" from 119 temperatures beyond 66°C (Table 1) . The standard deviation is 3°C, which appears to be comparably 120 low in the context of organoleptical testing. The highest mentioned temperature for the pain 121 threshold of one of the participants is 71°C and is thus well above the specified IARC threshold of 122 65°C. The range shows that the participants have a very different perception of the threshold 123 temperature. Temperatures from 58°C to 71°C are determined as maximum tolerable temperatures.
124
This results in a span of 13°C for the pain threshold. 139 participants (22%), who find their coffee at temperatures above 65°C to be optimally temperated.
140
Among them are two participants (2%) who even find the drinking desirable at temperatures above 141 68°C. However, of all participants, a large majority of 63 persons (72%) has their personal drinking 142 temperature below 65°C.
143
The distributions for both temperatures (Figure 1) 
146
(standard deviation 2°C).
Discussion
During an initial trial, the rapid cooling of the coffee and thus a difficulty of gradually increasing the temperature of the beverage was observed, especially when normal porcelain coffee = + + * ( − ) 
